
t’s wintertime. It’s cold outside! It gets dark much ear-
lier than in the warmer months. It’s a great season to 

stay inside with a cup of coffee. These months also offer an 
opportunity to read and learn, advancing our journey in mule-
manship. Online videos, blogs, and articles, information is 
instantly available. And there is a lot of information out there, 
some of it conflicting or contrary. How do we know who to 
listen to? When you’ve got thousands of choices, it’s easy to 
get overwhelmed and give up the search for good instruction.   
Here are 5 tips for evaluating mulemanship instruction. 
Hopefully these thoughts will encourage you to continue 
building your knowledge and vision for your mulemanship.   
 
1. Be willing to spend some time listening. When we want 
answers, we want a two second answer. Patiently listening to 
recounts of history, details, pre-requisites, and credits is often 
not into account. But it should be. Patience can be interrupted 
as perseverance. When starting a training blog or video, resist 
the temptation to skim or scrub to whatever may seem like 
the ‘best part’. Don’t pass over a training video because the 
speaker or author doesn’t talk the fastest or isn’t as eloquent 
as a critic may allow. An unfamous trainer may have a single 
sentence or thought that proves to be the key to solving a 
problem you have. 
2. Don’t get hung up on breed or discipline differences. A 
rider who loves to trail ride can learn a lot from a dressage 
trainer, and vice versa. A harness mule could benefit by hav-
ing a driver understand the fundamentals of training a reined 
cow-mule stop. A trick trainer could teach a mule good stable 
manners. And dare I say it…yes, I will; a good horse trainer 
can teach good mule training. Of course, different mules and 
disciplines have very different looks and frames but there are 
principles and goals that carry true to all of them. The best 
equestrian builds well rounded knowledge and extracts com-
ponents that are needed for the current goal.   
3. Apply what makes sense to you. Don’t memorize a lesson 
plan and then determine to apply it to your mule’s training if 
it doesn’t make sense to you. A teacher who memorizes a cur-
riculum but has zero belief or understanding in it, will make 
a very poor courier. If you read an article or watch a video 
that makes you scratch your head or furrow your brows in 
concern or confusion, don’t take it to the barn! What’s more, 

if you get a knot in your stomach because applying a certain 
method may get you or your mule hurt, don’t use that 
method. Always trust your own judgement. We are talking 
about your mule and your safety.  
4. Watch the trainer’s mule. The sum of all training is the 
mule’s behavior. When evaluating a trainer in person or via 
a video, even pictures, take note of how his or her mule is re-
sponding. Is the mule’s head and neck relaxed, showing un-
derstanding? Does the rider need to pull on the reins or kick 
his legs harder than is reasonable? Does care for the mule 
emanate from the trainer, conveying a teacher’s heart? Or is 
the trainer more concerned with looking good for the au-
dience? If the trainer’s mule doesn’t behave as you would 
want yours to, don’t instantly turn off the teaching. Try to fig-
ure out why the mule behaves that way. Learning what not 
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to do, and why, is part of being a balanced mule rider.  
5. Don’t let a trainer’s big barn or facility sway you, one 
way or another. I cannot tell you how many trainers I have 
met who taught me things of great value, but they didn’t have 
fancy barns, tack, or equipment. In fact, some of the trainers 
I respect the most, the ones I would trust with my own mules, 
have trucks with rusty fenders, grass studded arenas, and 
halters older than their trailers. A solid mule trainer or rider 
is one dedicated to the quality of their work, period.  Re-
member that when you are reading an article or viewing a 
video, you are seeking information to advance your personal 
journey in mulemanship, not looking for tips on keeping up 
with the Joneses.   

 
    There are literally endless topics that a good mule owner 
should learn. Anatomy, nutrition, hoof care, health, stable 
management, current equine laws, and research, just to name 
the basics. Mulemanship is a practice, an ongoing process, a 
journey. Even in the months or seasons when we can’t be in 
the saddle, we can still become better equestrians.   

 
I would love to hear from you! If you have a training problem or question, feel free to email me at 

monica_417@outlook.com  



 
 




